
ENGLISH 

 

Regulations Seil- & Adventurepark Zürich – Kloten GmbH 
With the purchase of a ticket, you confirm that all members of your group (climbers ages 16 and up and supervisors ages 18 and up) have read and agree to 
the terms of these regulations. 

The supervision of underage children / adolescents is possible starting at the age of 18 
 Yellow courses ages 4+ : supervision from the ground by a person of age (18+) 
 Green courses ages 6+ : supervision by a person of age from the ground or by climbing with the child 
 Blue / red courses: children ages 8 - 11: supervision by person of age (18+) climbing with the child 

Adolescents ages 12 - 15: supervision by person of age from the ground or by climbing with 
 Adolescents from the age of 16 and up with a verbal agreement from a parent or legal guardian can go 

climbing without adult supervision  

Restriction of admittance to climb on the ropes course 
The ropes course is open to anyone, as long as said person doesn’t suffer from any physical or mental impairment, 
which could endanger him- or herself or a third party while climbing. Persons under influence of alcohol, drugs or 
strong medication, or persons suffering from dizziness are prohibited from climbing. 
The maximum weight is 120 kg. 

Clothing / jewellery 
Deposit valuables and other hard objects or put them into a closable pocket of your jacket or trousers. The 
wearing of open shoes, skirts, earrings, necklaces, bracelets and scarves is prohibited. Long hair has to be tied 
together. For safety reasons it is prohibited to use one’s mobile phone while climbing. 

Climbing gear 
The climbing harness is to be controlled by the park staff every time after you put it on. Climbing with your own 
gear is forbidden. It is mandatory to wear snugly fitting gloves with whole fingers to prevent injuries (no knitted 
gloves). Smoking, peeing, trips to the bathroom, and residing by the fire in climbing gear is prohibited. 
Please remove the climbing harness back at the main building - the staff is happy to help out. 

Instruction 
For all climbers (except for holders of annual tickets) from the age of 6 (“Kids”) and older, climbing through the 
training course under the supervision of the rope park staff is mandatory. The staff’s instruction is to be followed. 

Time frame for climbing / Time-Slot 
At the end of your time-slot, please bring the climbing gear back to the main building without us having to remind 
you.  

Codex of behaviour 
We have to watch out for our own safety and that of our co-climbers. The climbing gear and nature must be 
treated with respect. Jumping and swinging around on the ropes courses is forbidden. To avoid ticks and to protect 
plants and root systems, please stay on the paths.  

Premature return 
If rules are broken or instructions given by the staff aren’t heeded, one must return one’s gear prematurely.  
If there’s a (thunder-)storm, the park may be closed for security reasons. In both cases there is no compensation of 
entry fees. 

Responsibility 
The use of the ropes course is bound with risks and is to be taken on at one’s own risk. Insurance is the 
responsibility of the climber. If the rules or instructions of the staff are ignored, the Seilpark & Adventurepark 
Zürich- Kloten GmbH refuses any responsibility. The place of jurisdiction is Kloten.  
 
This is a translation of the German original version of the rules.            Kloten, March 2022 


